FUNDRAISING PRIZES

As part of the Yes We Peli-Can Virtual 5K, you have the opportunity to fundraise to support the life-saving work done at our wildlife centers. Exciting prizes will be awarded to race participants at different fundraising levels. Check them out below:

**$250 level**
Racers who raise at least $250 in support of Bird Rescue will receive their choice of a Bird Rescue T-Shirt or zipper pouch!

**$500 level**
Racers who raise at least $500 in support of Bird Rescue will receive their choice of an exclusive Yes We Peli-Can Swag!

**$1,000 level**
Racers who raise at least $1,000 in support of Bird Rescue will receive a pelican release! Bring your friends and family for an unforgettable experience releasing a rehabilitated pelican back to the wild.

*Dependent on having pelicans in care, other fundraising prizes available if not.

**$2,500 level**
Racers who raise at least $2,500 in support of Bird Rescue will receive a Bird Rescue Logo sweatshirt!

**$5,000 level**
Racers who raise at least $5,000 in support of Bird Rescue will receive the Ultimate Prize Package with one item from each of the prize levels above.

**Top Fundraiser**
The top fundraiser will receive a limited edition hand-crafted pelican necklace made by a Bird Rescue supporter!